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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

In the theory of business, companies always need to get high quality 

employees to let the process works well. Many companies now paid so much cost to 

increase the quality of their employees. High quality employees will engage in 

development of the corporation, eventhough the employees are still in a low-level 

management. The company which can consider the employees as family and treat the 

employees in a manner way will lead to an increasement of profit and the appearance 

of a high-quality generation  

There are two kinds of mindset that serves as the guidance to treat employees. 

The mindsets are growth mindset and fixed mindset. Growth mindset typifies the 

suspicion that capacities are moldable and can be developed through purposeful 

exertion. Whilst fixed mindset is the way of thinking in limitation of development 

(Dweck, 2006, in Keating & Heslin, 2015). 

The growth mindset stated by Blackwell, et al., (2007) in Keating & Heslin, 

2015) is very important to let both boss and employees work professionally and smart 

to overcome problems, such as vanishing smudge on clothes or getting bad comments 

from unsatisfied customers. Individuals with growth mindset tend to be labelled by 

unflinching assignment focus, concerted exertion, and systematic procedure 
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advancement. Learning and execution on complex assignments is thereby upgraded 

(Blackwell, et al., 2007; Wood & Bandura, 1989, in Keating & Heslin, 2015). 

 

  

Figure 1.1 Graphic of total of small medium enterprise in East Java (Service Industry in 2017).                    

Source: Dinas Koperasi, Usaha Kecil, dan Menengah of East Java. 

Based on the graphic of total service small medium enterprise of East Java in 

2017, Surabaya has the highest total of service business, with an amount of 56,263 

businesses. This graphic showed that Surabaya has the greatest potential to start up 

service business on East Java.   

Flash Laundry is one of the laundry services businesses in Surabaya that 

focuses on washing clothes in kilogram measurement. Flash Laundry has been 

running since 2017 with 2 employees. The advantages of Flash Laundry are the 
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various prices available and enable the customer to choose easily. If customers want 

to save their money and only washes 1-2 kg, Flash Laundry can provides special 

price for it . 

 

Figure 1.2 Total Sales & Target of Flash Laundry from February until November 2017. 

Source: Flash Laundry Company data 

Based on the graphic, Flash Laundry does not set a target too high. In 2017, 

Flash Laundry set their target at Rp 3,000,000 from February-April and August-

November. For the first semester (February–May), Flash Laundry reached Rp 

2,088,000 which was not reaching the target. Continuing on August–November, 

Flash Laundry only got Rp 1,024,000 and, again, it did not fulfill the target. Flash 

Laundry never reaches their target from February until November 2017. One of the 

reasons is the lack of motivation within the employee: they are lacking in motivation 

to consider the responsibility as a motivation to work professionally. 

It is possible that in the business especially in laundry business there is one 

employee or high-level manager who still has bad working behavior. There are five 
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bad mindsets of working behavior which are lack of ethics, cheating, fraud, 

dishonesty, and low efficiency (Akhtar, et al., 2017). 

Flash Laundry saw this problem that can lead to a bankrupt if there was no 

quality improvement on their human resource. Employees’ mindset on their working 

behavior need to be set up in order to avoid from five bad mindsets aforementioned 

paragraph and give more motivation of working professionally to employees. Based 

on the problem, Flash Laundry chooses to increase the spiritual intelligence aspect 

and find out employees’ responses are related to spiritual and working behavior.   

To prevent bad working behavior and to motivate employees, Flash Laundry 

makes a program named “spiritual education” for the purpose of avoiding employee 

to have bad mindsets about working and unethical behavior to satisfying customers. 

According to King (2008 in Osman-Gani, et al., 2017), spiritual intelligence is the 

mental capacity which focuses on the mindfulness, digestion, and versatile use of the 

nonmaterial and transcendent aspects of individual's presence that reflect their 

internal existential reflection, enhancement of signification, acknowledgment of 

transcendent self, and mastery of spiritual. Spiritual intelligence is useful for the 

employees to cope their attitude in working behavior and to enhance creativeness to 

think about how to work well and develop their job experience. 

Researcher wants to find out the employees’ response and the impact for 

employees if a spiritual intelligence education exists, and the ability to enhance 

employee’s working behavior. Based on the problem in Flash Laundry related to 
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human resource, this research is entitled as “Exploring the Spiritual Intelligence 

towards Working Behavior Mindset of Employees in Flash Laundry”. 

1.2 Research Question 

Based on the aforementioned paragraphs, the question formulation in this 

research is expressed as “how is the exploration of the spirituality intelligence 

influences towards working behavior mindset of employees in Flash Laundry?” 

 

1.3 Research Objective 

The research objective is to explore the spirituality intelligence towards 

working behavior mindset of Flash Laundry’s employees. 

 

1.4 Research Benefits 

The researcher finds that the research can bring benefits in terms of enriching 

theoretical and practical aspect: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

a. For the researcher, this research explores the spiritual intelligence 

towards working behavior mindset on Flash Laundry’s employees. 
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b. For the reader, this research can be served as study references for 

future research or investigation on similar topic, especially regarding 

to human resource management. 

2. Practical Benefit 

a. This research can be used as one of the reference about exploring the 

importance of spiritual intelligence towards working behavior mindset 

of Flash Laundry. 

b. This research can support Flash Laundry to evaluate and to improve 

employees’ motivation system.  

 

1.5 Research Limitation 

The exploration of spiritual intelligence towards working behavior mindset 

discussed in this research is focus on only two employees of Flash Laundry.
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